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Two thousand zero zero party over oops,
Out of time
No, no (Tonight I'm gonna)
So tonight we gonna (party like it's 1999)

[Prince, "1999" (1982)]
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line definite in his character. general. to participate.
almost. alone. cord. defined within her nature. general.
to take apart. nearly by oneself. row fixed during its temperament.
general. to share. all but sole. range. definite.
into one's characteristic. general. to partake almost only.
line defined from his feature. general. to participate.
nearly single. cord. fixed in her expression. general.
to take part. all but mere. row definite within its handwriting.
general. to share. almost bare. range. defined during one's letter.
general. to partake. nearly alone.
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this species time. the at. to designate who.
that sort occasion. the in. to appoint which.
that kind time. the to. to indicate that.



that nature occasion. the from. to designate who.
this instance time. the of. to appoint which.
that species occasion. the on. to indicate that.
this sort time. the for. to designate who.
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that and original version. the at. blow. afterwards.
ridge. that and inventive version. the in. knock.
later. summit. that and eccentric version. the to.
stroke. afterwards. top. that and original version.
the from. hit. later. peak.
that and inventive version. the of. thrust.
afterwards. height. that and eccentric version.
the on. stab. later. ridge. that and original version.
the for. shot. afterwards. summit.
that and inventive version. the by. beat. later.
top. that and eccentric version. the with.
sound. afterwards. peak.
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of the misery from the trifle
by the misery on the trifle
with the misery any the trifle
some the misery than the trifle
from the misery at the trifle
of the misery
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underground. of him. thou. eyes. diamond.
at point illusion. opaque and
subterranean. from her. you. eyes. diamond.
from speck delusion. opaque and
underground. by him. thou. eyes. diamond.
than dot fallacy. opaque and
subterranean. on her. you. eyes. diamond.
some stitch self-deception. opaque and
underground. with him. thou. eyes. diamond.
any pain chimera. opaque and
subterranean. any her. you. eyes. diamond.
with instant illusion. opaque and
underground. some him. thou. eyes. diamond.
on degree delusion. opaque and

Masonic St
San Francisco
1982
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pinball laundromat telluric mission
mission pinball laundromat telluric
telluric mission pinball laundromat
laundromat telluric mission pinball



pinball mission telluric laundromat
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FOX News GOP Presidential Debate (08.06.2015)

FOX News Brett Baier (talking to Trump): Now, 15 years ago, you called yourself a liberal on
health care. You were for a single-payer system, a Canadian-style system. Why were you for
that then and why aren’t you for it now?



TRUMP: As far as single payer, it works in Canada. It works incredibly well in Scotland. It could
have worked in a different age, which is the age you’re talking about here.

What I’d like to see is a private system without the artificial lines around every state. I have a big
company with thousands and thousands of employees. And if I’m negotiating in New York or in
New Jersey or in California, I have like one bidder. Nobody can bid.

You know why?

Because the insurance companies are making a fortune because they have control of the
politicians, of course, with the exception of the politicians on this stage. (uneasy laughter) But
they have total control of the politicians. They’re making a fortune.

Get rid of the artificial lines and you will have…yourself great plans…

BAIER: Mr. Trump, it’s not just your past support for single-payer health care. You’ve also
supported a host of other liberal policies….You’ve also donated to several Democratic
candidates, Hillary Clinton included, and Nancy Pelosi. You explained away those donations
saying you did that to get business-related favors. And you said recently, quote, “When you
give, they do whatever the hell you want them to do.”

TRUMP: You’d better believe it.

BAIER: — they do?

TRUMP: If I ask them, if I need them, you know, most of the people on this stage I’ve given to,
just so you understand, a lot of money.

TRUMP:  I will tell you that our system is broken. I gave to many people, before this, before two
months ago, I was a businessman. I give to everybody. When they call, I give. And do you know
what? When I need something from them two years later, three years later, I call them, they are
there for me. And that’s a broken system.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: What did you get from Hillary Clinton and Nancy Pelosi?

TRUMP: Well, I’ll tell you what, with Hillary Clinton, I said be at my wedding and she came to my
wedding. You know why?

She didn’t have a choice because I gave. I gave to a foundation that, frankly, that foundation is
supposed to do good. I didn’t know her money would be used on private jets going all over the
world. It was.



BAIER: Hold on…..We’re going to — we’re going to move on.” (Transcript: Read the Full Text of
the Primetime Republican Debate, Time)
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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hicucu, jim leftwich

hicucu

syllables
hey buddy
hop hop hop

A Hicucu has three lines. Each line has three syllables.
Each syllable has an unspecified number of mutagens, or
letters.

Hicucu, ancient Gaia sex-monster teeth-dance-ritual
celebration of springdeath wherein we eat our shadows
and drink their bloodless blood. Low Theory meets
Frenetic Romanticism in an alley behind the shuttered
churchbrothel. Anything goes, but not much of it,
within very tight constraints. This/It is A Post-Asemic
poetics of Pagan Anarchism. It is Less Than Useless,



No Doubt destined for the Trashpo Bins of History (don't
fuck with history).

jim leftwich
05.07.2014
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in 2001, had been
bean unveiled jaundice, medium
of partial, walking the
escalator spiderweb,
which took as copied
the inclusion we effected
in their interest.
which was two,
a stepladder,
the toes dilate, 11:26PM.

found in 2001, had been
bean sleek unveiled jaundice, medium
of partial, snow (lower case) walking the
escalator spiderweb, enhanced enamel
which took as physical, exhaled, copied
the inclusion Switzerland was closed, we effected
in their interest identical identities,
which was two, mumblers transliterate,
a stepladder, the, of  the, a history,
the toes dilate, virtually undressed, 11:26PM.
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e, a history, escalator
spiderweb, enhanced ena
mel the inclusion Switz
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d copied copied, copied

08.15.2015

found in 2001, had glob
bean sleek unveiled neuromechanisms
no dice, medium the, colonial
dilate, virtually redeployments
sseed, 1:18AM of therapeutic
will, snow (lower case) presupposes
talking the, which was self-detours
o, mumblers universality
tea, in their interest corrupted
identical, identities, epistemic
stepladder, the, of denouncing
eye, a history, grammar
spiderweb, enhanced dismantle
meals the inclusion inflection
wonderland was closed, we intentionalities



reflected which took as materiality
collapsing, exhaled, gestural
doubts copied copied, collaborations

wonderland was we intentionalities
found in had glob
bean sleek neuromechanisms
no dice, the, colonial
dilate, virtually
sseed, 1:18AM therapeutic
will, snow case presupposes
talking the, was self-detours
o, mumblers collapsing, exhaled,
doubts copied collaborations
tea, in interest corrupted
identical, identities,
stepladder, the, denouncing
eye, a grammar
spiderweb, enhanced
meals the inflection
reflected which as materiality

wonderland was river intentionalities
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eye, vibrational grammar
spiderweb, ghost
meals overwriting inflection
reflected which as alphabetical

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
Jules Vasylenko:
"I don't see the point in being just another good player. I would choose personality over
mimicked technical prowess. It was weird in the beginning because I liked the mystery of not
knowing what I was going to do. I didn't want things explained to me. There was a ritualistic
aspect to what I was playing. It was a very personal thing. I knew the saxophone would be with
me the rest of my life—though I knew it wouldn't be exactly how I make a living. It was already a
part of my life. It was always going to be with me. Whether it was ritual, or therapy, or exorcizing
demons, or a healing force, it wasn't going to be tainted by having to make a living at it. It was
deeper than that. Consequently, I almost didn't want to learn how to play properly. I wanted to
allow for this window, where the magic would happen." (All About Jazz, January 2010)
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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talking outsic feelings self-detours
o, professorial spoon, exhaled,
doubts nose collaborations
tea, signifianofa name corrupted
found cannod consisted glob
bean reainx neuromechanisms
no combforkt loose colonial
dilate, oily only
sseed, 1:08AM therapeutic
will, snow poem posit/deposit
spiderweb, persoexpressthe
meals disst ordetl inflection
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Bouzingo oily added
trace 9:57PM demonstrate
collaborator no invenn
early loose forgotten
familiar will, snow pubda
Romanticism posit/deposit revealed
last reainx discussed
synonym caused paragraphs
ebb, entirety
synthesis tea, preface
of a name syllables
d found cannod solution
nsisted glob memories
ts nose immobilized
tions meals numerical
ordetl faultlessness
reflected Texas perfectionist
s alphabetical hadal
ugb was river lenticular
entionalities verse
king outsic nascent
ngs eye, realism
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ial spoon, swath
d, identical, enumerate
oo yet of laru forests
lf-detours brunt

Romanticism posit/deposit revealed
last reainx discussed
leftist glob memories
gothic nose immobilized
re-reading meals numerical
fluency faultlessness
exception Texas perfectionist
avant-alphabetical hadal



Ugu Rust was river lenticular
popular verse paths
lacked outsic nascent
underground eye, realism
keen eggs, impoirx obvious
emblematic matchbox resemblance
folio, demonic vehicle
inventories spoon, swath
pudenda, kyrie, enumerate
recalcitrant yet of laru forests
pangea detours brunt
synonym caused paragraphs
ebb, entirety
Bouzingo oily added
trace 9:57PM demonstrate
collaborator no invenn
early loose forgotten
familiar will, snow pubda
synthesis tea, preface
of a name syllables
continuities found cannod solution
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recalcitrant yet of railroad forests
Big Lick detours brunt
synonym century paragraphs
ebb, floods
Romanticism the revealed
last bay discussed
course glob memories
gothic and immobilized
re-reading meals boundary
fluency then
the Texas perfectionist
north fork hadal



several was river lenticular
popular ridges paths
lacked streams nascent
underground eye, headwaters
keen eggs, Shenandoah obvious
emblematic matchbox Virginia
folio, site vehicle
settlement spoon, swath
Appalachian Mountains enumerate
lost oily added
trace 1:31AM curse
collaborator no graphic
early loose fluidity
familiar will, snow maps
synthesis segment preface
of a survey syllables
continuities found applied solution

fish yet of railroad forests
Big Lick aquatic brunt
continuities found applied
solution synonym century
stormwater watershed floods
of a survey syllables
Romanticism undermining revealed
last lost oily added keen eggs,
Shenandoah obvious emblematic
matchbox Virginia
folio, site vehicle
trace 1:31AM curse
collaborator no graphic
bay degradation Appalachian
Mountains enumerate settlement
spoon, swath endangered glob
memories gothic wetlands
immobilized re-reading enhanced
boundary fluency undisturbed
early loose fluidity
familiar will, snow maps



synthesis segment preface
the biologically perfectionist
north fork fishing
several was river Hocomawananch
popular ridges fishery
lacked streams soils
Occaneechi eye, headwaters

Hocomawananch fish yet of railroad forests
Big Lick aquatic brunt
continuities Hocomawananch found applied
solution synonym century
Hocomawananch stormwater watershed floods
of a survey syllables
Romanticism Hocomawananch undermining revealed
last lost oily added keen eggs,
Hocomawananch Shenandoah obvious emblematic
matchbox Virginia
folio, Hocomawananch site vehicle
trace 1:31AM curse
Hocomawananch collaborator no graphic
bay degradation Appalachian
Mountains Hocomawananch enumerate settlement
spoon, swath endangered glob
Hocomawananch memories gothic wetlands
immobilized re-reading enhanced
boundary Hocomawananch fluency undisturbed
early loose fluidity
Hocomawananch familiar will, snow maps
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the Hocomawananch biologically perfectionist
north fork fishing
Hocomawananch several was river Hocomawananch
popular ridges fishery
lacked Hocomawananch streams soils
Occaneechi eye, headwaters
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Hocomawananch memories gothic wetlands
immobilized re-reading Occaneechi enhanced
boundary Hocomawananch fluency undisturbed
Occaneechi early loose fluidity
Hocomawananch familiar will, snow maps
synthesis segment Occaneechi preface
the Hocomawananch biologically perfectionist
Occaneechi north fork fishing
Hocomawananch several was river Hocomawananch
popular ridges Occaneechi fishery
lacked Hocomawananch streams soils
Occaneechi Occaneechi eye, headwaters

Thomas Batte fish yet of railroad forests
Big Lick Robert Hallom aquatic brunt
marked trees Hocomawananch found applied
Occaneechi themselves synonym century
measured tidal stormwater watershed floods
of Appamattuck survey syllables haws,
grapes, turtles Hocomawananch undermining
revealed Occaneechi last lost oily added
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emblematic matchbox Virginia Occaneechi
folio, New River site vehicle left their
horses with the Totero trace 2:23PM curse
Blue Ridge collaborator no graphic
bay Batts Fallam Expedition Hocomawananch
enumerate settlement Occaneechi spoon,
swath endangered glob a Tree mark'd in the
past with a coal M. AN i. memories gothic
wetlands immobilized re-reading Occaneechi
enhanced boundary River of Roanoke circled
about with mountains fluency undisturbed
Occaneechi early loose fluidity
having travell'd familiar will, snow maps
synthesis segment Tuesday preface
the clockswamp biologically perfectionist
southwest foot whereof north fork fishing
twice after thirst several was river
popular ridges horseclocks fishery
lacked magic city streams soils
sick of the Flux eye, dangerously

Thomas Batte fish yet keep railroad
Big Lick Robert Hallom September
marked trees guides found
Occaneechi branches synonym
measured tidal travell'd watershed
of Appamattuck Monday syllables
grapes, turkeys Hocomawananch
revealed Occaneechi last horses oily
keen eggs, clocks Shenandoah
emblematic risings Virginia
folio, New River site springs left
horses with the Totero stirring 2:23PM
Blue Ridge travill no
rocky ground after thirty miles
enumerate descent Occaneechi
swath sunrise glob a Tree mark'd in
past with a coal M. AN i. stray'd



wetlands staggers re-reading
thunder boundary River of Roanoke
about with mountains symphony
Occaneechi island loose
having travell'd familiar flows, snow
synthesis impossible Tuesday
the clockswamp letters southwest
foot whereof flaming irons fork
twice after thirst sacred was
popular provisions horseclocks
lacked magic city gooseberries
sick of the hunger eye, empties itself

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
collbabs

Inbox
x

Catherine Bennett

Aug 10 (7 days ago)
to me
SIX collabs made with the tape collages you mailed to me a couple weeks ago.
I've scanned the original, which I'm saving for an exhibit in Brazil next year.

This is email one, as I try to limit how much I attach to each email.
Decent printing size: 5.75" x 8.25"
2 Attachments

Preview attachment leftwich cassidy cmb 005.jpg
leftwich cassidy cmb 005.jpg
Preview attachment leftwich cassidy cmb 001.jpg
leftwich cassidy cmb 001.jpg

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>



Aug 10 (7 days ago)
to Catherine
very very nice, cathy - thank you - i was hoping you would collaborate with them.

Catherine Bennett

Aug 11 (6 days ago)
to me
Also did these today with my newest artistamp which translates "Burn this paper".
3 Attachments

Preview attachment jim leftwich tape collages 002.jpg
jim leftwich tape collages 002.jpg
Preview attachment jim leftwich tape collages 001.jpg
jim leftwich tape collages 001.jpg
Preview attachment jim leftwich tape collages 003.jpg
jim leftwich tape collages 003.jpg

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Aug 11 (6 days ago)
to Catherine
absolutely! ...but don't forget to archive the ashes.

thanks, cathy.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Aug 11 (6 days ago)
to Catherine
cathy, did you ever see this?
https://www.flickr.com/photos/textimagepoetry/sets/72157625137711813/
"read" from the bottom to the top.

i got a piece of art i seriously didn't like.
about 5 years ago.

Catherine Bennett

Aug 12 (5 days ago)
to me



May NOT Rchive the ashes, but IF I burn these I promise to video document the process and
share the youtube link with you.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Aug 12 (5 days ago)
to Catherine
are you really burning things these days?

Catherine Bennett

Aug 12 (5 days ago)
to me
https://youtu.be/q9NL4piw3jE

Christine Tarantino's Wood You Rock Me performance video is the be all to end all for burning.

But I did enjoy your video as well!
Attachments area
Preview YouTube video Wood You Rock Me @ 3?
Wood You Rock Me @ 3?

Catherine Bennett

Aug 12 (5 days ago)
to me
no

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Aug 12 (5 days ago)
to Catherine
thanks for sending this, Cathy. i don't think i've ever seen it.
i participated in a few of Christine's projects, but not this one.
i would definitely have participated in this one if i had known about it.

i liked Christine, and i like this video.
i like what she says about the project:
"it was an art project in which artists mailed me something they created or wanted to burn.
basically it is about not being attached to anything."

i've never been interested in destroying works, but i have given away many thousands of pieces
without keeping any kind of record of where they went. i'm not attached to the things i make, or



to the things folks make and send me. ohio state has thousands of things folks made and sent
to me.

the main thing to not be attached to is one's self, or one's idea of one's self.

all of this makes me think of something Tom Taylor said to me once. he said no one should ever
worry about making too much stuff, because death will take care of that. i do believe he had a
point.

i like making things. i like making things i can think of as poems of one kind or another.
a person can shape a life around liking to make things that can be thought of as poems of one
kind or another.
it's doesn't seem like a bad way to go, all things considered.

Catherine Bennett

Aug 12 (5 days ago)
to me
I agree with you on many levels, the basic one being, of course, our mail artist activity of letting
go of the things we make.
Still, we all have some sort of concern about our archives of received mailart.
It may interest you to know that John recently told me that he thinks the OSU Avant Writing
Collection might accept my mailart archives.
At least while John's around to have any say in the matter, that is.

Those stickers & stampsheet I made just this week "Quemar Este Papel" originated first with the
flames drawing and the phrase came later.
Aside from an artistamp sheet edition of 26 which I'm mailing to Darlene Altschul to perforate, I
printed one sheet of the square stickers and plan to put the rest of the stickers on "add & pass"
materials that next cross my path.
Not with the expectation that anyone will take me up on the directive, but simply as a kind of
fluxus directive.

By the way, you know how Reid Wood has a MAILART license plate?
I am now the proud owner of a FLUXUS license plate!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Aug 12 (5 days ago)
to Catherine
OSU should definitely accept your archives. that would be the perfect place for the works you
have.



i have a few pieces of mail art that came with instructions to destroy them in one fashion or
another. one in particular is a really nice little booklet from the baby nous cult that i've had for
probably 12 or 13 years. i have absolutely no intention of following its instructions.

those 2 personalized license plates are great. i am happy to know both of you.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

fish yet keep railroad
Robert Hallom September
guides found synonym
travell'd watershed
Monday syllables
Hocomawananch last
horses oily clocks
Shenandoah Virginia
folio, site springs left
the Totero stirring 2:23PM
travill after thirty miles
Occaneechi glob a Tree
mark'd in a coal M. AN i.
stray'd re-reading
River of Roanoke
mountains symphony
loose familiar flows, snow
Tuesday letters southwest
flaming irons fork
thirst sacred was horseclocks
lacked gooseberries the
hunger eye, empties itself

Totero stirring 3:24PM
after thirty miles
glob a Tree
in a coal M. AN i.
yet keep railroad



September
found synonym
watershed
syllables
last
oily clocks
Virginia
site springs left
re-reading
of Roanoke
symphony
gooseberries the
eye, empties itself
familiar flows, snow
letters southwest
irons fork
sacred was horseclocks

Totero stirring, stirring
after thirty, thirty
glob a, a
in a coal, coal
yet keep, keep
found, found
oily, oily
site springs, springs
of, of
gooseberries, gooseberries
eye, empties, empties
familiar flows, flows
letters, letters
irons, irons
sacred was, was

Totero Totero stirring, stirring



after after thirty, thirty
glob glob a, a
in in a coal, coal
yet yet keep, keep
found, found, found
oily, oily, oily
site site springs, springs
of, of, of
gooseberries, gooseberries, gooseberries
eye, eye, empties, empties
familiar familiar flows, flows
letters, letters, letters
irons, irons, irons
sacred sacred was, was

stirring
thirty
a
coal
keep
found
oily
springs
of
gooseberries
empties
flows
letters
irons
was

plude stirring
thirty flumeed
a flamikt coal
stalts alimi w
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the crickets l
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08.18.2015

gooseberries poedt empties
farm molar flows sole suss
soul lululalulu of bield t
oeneed letters lounge of t
he crickets oily aklopdome
springs eupolks irons sour
aprons fate prove was Tous
saint des Mornes plude sti
rring thirty flumeeda flam
ikt coal stalts alimi keep
vatisse fffound louffapula



gooseberries poedt empties
farm molar flows empties suss
soul lululalulu empties bield t
oeneed empties lounge of t
empties crickets oily aklopdome
springs empties irons sour
aprons fate empties was Tous
saint des Mornes empties sti
rring thirty flumeeda empties
ikt coal stalts empties keep
empties fffound louffapula

austerity poedt empties
technocratic molar flows empties suss
unprredictability lululalulu empties bield t
protocol empties lounge of t
feudalism crickets oily aklopdome
progressive empties irons sour
quasi-medieval fate empties was Tous
deterioration des Mornes empties sti
organization thirty flumeeda empties
climate change coal stalts empties keep
prone to manic fffound louffapula

unpredictability appearances empties bieldt
protocol numerous lounge of t
feudalism variants oily aklopdome
progressive endless irons sour
quasi-medieval confidence empties was Tous
deterioration writing Mornes empties sti
austerity cursive empties



technocratic scripts flows empties suss
organization drinking flumeeda empties
climate change sword stalts empties keep
prone unbroken manic fffound louffapula

unpredictability appearances empties bieldt
protocol numerous lounge oft feudalism
variants oily aklopdome prone unbroken
manic fffound louffapula progressive
endless irons sour climate change sword
stalts empties keep quasi-medieval
confidence empties was Tous deterioration
writing Mornes empties sti organization
drinking flumeeda empties austerity cursive
empties technocratic scripts flows suss

appearances empties numerous lounge oft
oily aklopdome prone fffound louffapula
irons sour climate change empties keep
quasi-empties was Tous Mornes empties
sti flumeeda empties a pair austerity
technocratic a cropped scripts flows

appearances empties
numerous lounge oft
oily aklopdome pron
e fffound louffapul
a technocratic a cr
opped scripts flows
irons sour sti flum
eeda empties a pair



austerity climate c
hange empties keeps
quasi-empties was T
ouss Mornes empties

08.19.2015

hedgehog lustrates histophysiology
stickled prohibited Emerson
Kollo mitering clueing
washable signing wistfulness
cocking supernatant hemal
genealogically standoffishness therewith
gyrate Osmanli onassis
aneurysmal revilement conveniences
arianists sunbeam souther
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De Villo Sloan  All Things Trashpo

3 hrs · Edited ·

World's Top Ten Trashpoets (as of August 19, 2015). Comments?

1. Diane Keys
2. Jim Leftwich
3. Mail Art Martha
4. Kdj Jay
5. John M. Bennett
6. Arturo Vera
7. Eduardo Cardoso
8.
9.
10.
11. Kurt Schwitters

According to DK:

1. Diane Keys
2. Jim Leftwich



3. Mail Art Martha
4. Kdj Jay
5. John M. Bennett
6. Arturo Vera
7. Eduardo Cardoso
8. Cuan Miles
9. Neil Gordon
10. Mick Boyle
11. Kurt Schwitters
12, Meeah Williams
13. Marla Kittler
14. Dan Mouer

Like   Comment   Share

You, John M. Bennett and Wendy Rodgers like this.
Diane Keys cuan miles
3 hrs · Like
Diane Keys neil gorden
3 hrs · Like
Diane Keys mick boyle
3 hrs · Like
De Villo Sloan All Irish guy dogs? Gender issues are plaguing us these days.
3 hrs · Like
Diane Keys meeah williams
3 hrs · Like
Diane Keys Marla Kittler
3 hrs · Like
De Villo Sloan #?
3 hrs · Like
Diane Keys don't know
3 hrs · Like
Diane Keys do we need to focus on recruiting more women? most cults have more women than
men Kdj Jay?
3 hrs · Like · 1
De Villo Sloan Trashpo has always been great because it is so gender equal. Women are
probably the majority.
3 hrs · Like · 1
Diane Keys Dan Mouer
3 hrs · Like
Diane Keys of course Arturo Vera
3 hrs · Like
Diane Keys no way to say only 10



3 hrs · Like
De Villo Sloan We can see what others think.
3 hrs · Like
Arturo Vera I haven't done any TrashPo yet.
3 hrs · Like
De Villo Sloan Neither has Kurt Schwitters, and he is dead.
3 hrs · Like · 1
De Villo Sloan And - the critic decides. The artist has no say. wink emoticon
2 hrs · Like · 1
De Villo Sloan Dead artists are so much better to work with!
2 hrs · Like
John M. Bennett proud to be here among the stars
1 hr · Like · 1
Jim Leftwich here is a very obscure collaborative trashpoem, made in my studio/office (dining
room?) with legendary underground trashpoets evan damerow & tomislav butkovic
https://www.flickr.com/.../in/album-72157605316991516/
FLICKR.COM
1 hr · Like · 1 · Remove Preview
Jim Leftwich i say they ^ both belong in the top 20
1 hr · Like · 1
Jim Leftwich and here is a vintage trashpo envelope from john crouse, one of the "dauntless
pathfinders" from the earliest days of exploratory trashpo
https://www.flickr.com/.../in/album-72157594560904018/
FLICKR.COM
1 hr · Like · 2 · Remove Preview
John M. Bennett Now that's trashy!
1 hr · Unlike · 1
Jim Leftwich from way back in the day, when trash was trash
1 hr · Like · 2
De Villo Sloan That envelope is definately [sic] classic Trashpo.
52 mins · Like
Jim Leftwich Crouse would go for walks and pick up whatever trash he came across. when he
got home he would put all of it in and/or on an envelope and mail it to me. that was when i was
still living in charlottesville, 2002 or so. i scanned and processed it and we made a book called
Bumcamps Trolls.
http://www.worldcat.org/title/bumcamps-trolls/oclc/52301357
Bumcamps trolls (Book, 2002) [WorldCat.org]
Get this from a library! Bumcamps trolls. [John Crouse; Jim Leftwich; Xtantbooks.]
WORLDCAT.ORG
10 mins · Like · Remove Preview
Jim Leftwich http://theholdfeb2003.tripod.com/feb2003/basinski.html
Bumcamps Trolls reviewed by Michael Basinski, Feb 2003:
Buncamps Trolls - by John Crouse and Jim Leftwich.



Xtant books 2002. Send bread, maybe $5.60! to Jim Leftwich. 1512 Mountainside Ct.,
Charlottesville, Va. 22903-9797

Here are 33 (Christly!) pages of colored printed collage poems that are made from words and
worded crumbled paper, manipulated text, drawings, alphabetic manipulations, found language,
cartoons etc. It is contemporary word and collaborative contemporary word art at that! Both
artists are established experimentalists and this bonding strengthens the bond of their network
and enhances the exchange of experimental and progressive poetic ideas that has manifested
itself in combo art, of which this is a fine representative chunk sample. This form of poetry is the
venue in which Charles Olson's composition by field in currently applicable. Only in
contemporary visual poetry does Olson's notion of poetry come into place and play. And here
composition by field is developed, experimented with and in this poem those notions are
evolving in compositions of found field visual poetry. All things can and do and may come into
the poem. Truly, we can trace these poems back to Ezra Pound. However, one must twist and
weave that tread with the visual underground as it matured in the 1990s. This is an exciting and
innovative poetry. If you are interested in where poetry is going (and leave the history with
Pound and the rest to pedants), then contact Leftwich and Crouse. See address above. And it
does not hurt to send a buck or a twelve pack of eggs. Maybe some bananas.
Michael Basinski book reviews - the-hold.com/february 2003
THEHOLDFEB2003.TRIPOD.COM
1 min · Like · Remove Preview
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kinder bottleful
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metazoal Dardan
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fications metazoal Dar
dan kinder bottleful f
ilamentous irruppption

fications metazoal Dar responsibility
mail art saves cursors czarevna
gastrotrich trashpo week's wat
chman crudely innovations slick cr
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eneling panada birchen workplace
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Josiah cardboard gossoon spudded
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dan kinder crushed drink cans bottlefulf

documentts whe nine
managinq commurn
compad dismissed
reveal thousane cloth
the red stop
leaving walks

there we go. there he
goes. with declared
factoryx compeft
contractions 18 tooth
the scoot parking
workers many 3 August
therm amongk Productiy
work are always in
the whid reworkers

you punch the clock. the
clock punches you. nose
it by raisins Texas
abounds, around the train
wreck beginners shift,
you the punch clock the
you clock punches Texas.



documentts you clock punches Texas. whe nine
managinq you the punch clock the commurn
compad the whid reworkers dismissed
reveal work are always in thousane cloth
the red wreck beginners shift, stop
leaving therm amongk Productiy walks

you punch abounds, around the train
the workers many 3 August clock. the
clock it by raisins Texas punches you.
the scoot parking nose go. there he
there we contractions 18 tooth
factoryx compeft goes. with declared

factoryx compeft goes. with declared documentts
amongk Productiy walks you clock punches Texas.
the wreck beginners shift, stop whe nine
therm whid reworkers dismissed commurn
the scoot parking nose go. there he compad the
clock it by raisins Texas punches you. reveal
the workers many 3 August clock. the the red
you punch abounds, around the train leaving
there we contractions 18 tooth managinq you the
work are always in thousane cloth punch clock

factoryx compeft goes. with
declared documentts work ar
e always in there we contra
ctions 18 tooth managinq yo
u you punch abounds, around
the train leaving the thous
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top whe factoryx compe compeft goes. with
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smissed commurn youe always there we contra
the therm whid dictions 18 tooth yo
g nose there he compadu you punch abounds,
any August clock. the the the train leaving thous
as the scoot parkinane cloth clock among
clock it by raisins Texk Productiy you clock
punches the workers munching cheese

top whe factopopeft goes. with
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De Villo Sloan I was in school w/Basinski at SUNY Buffalo.
14 hrs · Unlike · 2
Jim Leftwich that does not surprise me. Basinski is amazing.
14 hrs · Like · 1
De Villo Sloan Great review (Crouse/Leftwich): This is the only place I have ever seen Trashpo
(by extension) connected to Olson's field theory and Ezra Pound. As bizarre as it seems, I
thought of field theory when I saw some of Diane's pieces. Nasinski adds support.
4 hrs · Unlike · 1
Arturo Vera I'm moving, lifting and soon I'll be unpacking a lot of boxes of "stuff" and in one of
them the old folders with the product of my "VisPo" workshop of 2002 should be. Cross your
fingers so I find them in September.
3 hrs · Edited · Like · 1
Neil Gordon i agree w/ all of the above but i am sure i am forge ting someone!!!
2 hrs · Like · 1
De Villo Sloan These comments have caused me to consider whether my Trashpo Top Ten
(more in the future) should try to identify the historic figures of all time or be more of a "but what
have they done lately?" It will be the latter. So these are the greats - as of yesterday. Yesterday's
greatest Trashpoets, literally. But what have they done today?
2 hrs · Edited · Unlike · 1
De Villo Sloan Take Thom Courcelle: Tom is a great guy who did some amazing Trashpo... like
two years ago. Today, Tom is a Nobody.
2 hrs · Like
Eduardo Cardoso I have shared some art with Thom some time ago. But I never heard about
him again. Where is he?
1 hr · Like · 1
De Villo Sloan Eduardo Cardoso - I think Thom is doing well. He still has an IUOMA account.
The last I heard from him was summer 2013 and his spectacular Working Class Trashpo. I think
Thom has a demanding job and just can't give a lot of time to art. Others might be keeping in
closer contact and know more. http://iuoma-network.ning.com/.../new-directions-in...
58 mins · Like · 1
Jim Leftwich trashpo will be current or not at all. it's all about what everyone is working on right
now.
10 mins · Like · 1
Jim Leftwich De Villo: the trashpo in Bumcamps Trolls was scanned, processed and then
overprinted with some self-consciously page-as-field poems (from a long series entitled
Staceal). i think the overprinted texts made the Olson/Pound connection explicit. i'm not sure the
trash in itself would have done that (though the trash in itself would have certainly connected
with various traditions of visual poetry). i can link to some pages from the book if you're
interested. they're in the Crouse album at my flickr site.
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De Villo Sloan Jim Leftwich - I don't doubt you locate what Basinski saw in that book in terms of
field composition. However, very early on I remarked about the lack of (conventional) structure &
the chaotic nature of your early Trashpo & early work by Diane Keys. To me, this was a very
interesting & serious element in those pieces that made them stand out. Olson came more &
more to apply physics to his evolving theory of poetics & I do believe that some of the Trashpo
we see is generated by a kind of composition by field approach. In fact, my objection to
"Schwitterspo" involves my detection of an application of formalism to the work, a visual arts
formalism that suppresses the energy generation of field composition.
33 mins · Unlike · 1
Jim Leftwich that's what Basinski says: "This form of poetry is the venue in which Charles
Olson's composition by field in currently applicable." i agree with you, with both of you -- you are
seeing and saying the same things. also, i think your objection to "Schwitterspo" is dead on
target. that objection, while we're at it here, is also very similar to my criticism of recent
developments in asemia.
28 mins · Like · 2
Arturo Vera Banksy said that?



21 mins · Like
Jim Leftwich Banksy? no, Michael Basinski.
20 mins · Like
De Villo Sloan Good Jim, as I need to look more at the book! What I was trying to clarify is: You
probably can do this kind of field composition vispo using trash as your only text. Diane Keys
does that, I think. Olson was not a DaDaist and field composition/projectivism is not a form of
random text generation. A human presence is very important.
19 mins · Unlike · 2
Jim Leftwich you're right, i know you can do field composition using trash as your only text. and,
yes, there will be a human presence in it, signs of choices made.
13 mins · Like

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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Jim Leftwich de Villo, here is Basinski on Staceal, from december 2002:
http://thehold2002i.tripod.com/dec2002/basinski.html#3
Staceal 1 - by Jim Leftwich.
2002. Unpaged but there has got to be a hundred. Avantacular Press.
1813 Belmar Drive A5, Fort Collins, CO. 80526. $11.23

(Let me must write that this visual work, poems are in the broad general a poetry that demands
eyes and ears working as if these senses were wed and web and that somehow there is this
sexuality/textuality that you must come to.) You see you must read as an improvisation. So you
must write improvisation. Here Leftwich follows the designs of the speaking imagination that
does not speak with dictionary words. Staceal is a neologism. Neologisms rejuice! Leftwich's
work is a reading vertical rather than narrative or even elliptical progression. As one enters the
OPEM, that is a work without boundaries, sort of the way your ship travels in the universe, so
then the imagination enters the contexts and the reading is a finding and discovery, slipping the
hand that is the mind undercover to come upon. The upon is where you are at as a poet. Not
where the French would like you to be. Not where the academy or the non-academy would wish
you to be. But where the poetic source? THE GREAT PO! Is. Yore Is, is the place Leftwich's
Opems arrive.
Michael Basinski book reviews - the-hold.com/december 2002
THEHOLD2002I.TRIPOD.COM
34 mins · Like · 1 · Remove Preview


